Abstract-In this work, a metaradome based on a fakir's bed of nails is designed and tested in order to suppress the blind directions of a 100-element antenna array. The antenna is a microstrip array designed to operate in X-band. The fakir's bed metamaterial-like was first approximated using analytical formulas before a full-wave numerical optimization. Experimental results are exposed and confronted to numerical results. They show a significant reduction of the blind spot subsequent to the metaradome addition.
INTRODUCTION
The blind directions are well known phenomena in antenna arrays. The physical effect is a mode interaction between the Bloch array eigenmodes and the propagating surface waves or leaky waves. The apparition of a dip ( Fig. 1 ) is generally observed closed to the grating lobe excitation. The blind spot is associated with a specific scan angle according to the mode coupling and induce a strong mismatch at the input ports, which implies inability to send and receive signals in this space angle region. This array constraint has been discussed by many authors [1] [2] but a similar phenomenon has been early described in optical reflector arrays [3] and was identified as Wood's anomalies.
The present article presents some results from the METALESA project (EDA funded project on the application of metamaterials to active antenna arrays). We focused on the work package dedicated to study how metamaterials could bring solutions to cancel the blind directions and the corresponding mismatches. Two ways were considered:
• The design of metamaterials or EBG between the unit cells corresponding to the single radiating elements in order to make the surface waves (SW) propagation forbidden.
•
The manufacturing of an anisotropic radome placed in the near field zone to achieve a wide angle impedance matching (WAIM) [4] In this paper, only the first approach will be developed. The first part is dedicated to the problem description. Then, a first design able to make the SWs forbidden is proposed. Finally, the characterizations are shown and discussed. During the project, the array periodicity was set to 19 mm x 19 mm (0.63 wavelengths at the center frequency). Each radiating element is composed of a cavity including two stacked patches. The top one is passive and the bottom one is connected to a coaxial connector probe.
II. SCAN BLINDNESS
According to this geometry, the blind direction can be identified through a full wave EM simulation of an infinite array.
The array simulated at 10 GHz shows a scanning angle that corresponds to a blind spot closed to 34.5° in the E-plane. We can also notice that the blind spot requires at least 5 rows to be clearly observed (Fig. 1) . Around the blind spot angle, close to the antenna, the simulated Poynting vector is mainly parallel to the x-axis. The wave mode then presents all the characteristics of a TM surface wave. Moving away from the array, as this surface wave decreases, the propagation direction becomes more oriented in the expected direction. Fig. 2 exhibits the reflection calculated at the wave port (S11) and the radiated energy into the grating orders 0 and -1 (simulation of an infinite array achieved with COMSOL Multiphysics®). S11 tends toward 0 dB close to the blind direction while a strong deep appears in the transmission of the 0 order array mode. Beyond the resonance, the -1 order transmission rises corresponding to the grating lobe.
During the study, we focused on the attenuation of the TM surface wave for the 9-11 GHz bandwidth. Two additional goals were added to the study: -Not to degrade the antenna efficiency for frequency and incidences far from the blind spot. -Not to modify the design of the radiating element.
III. METARADOME DESIGN A. First approach: the fakir's bed metamaterial
Many metamaterials and EBG are able to make SWs forbidden. Most examples are based on planar technologies like split ring resonators or high impedance surfaces (HIS) which are very useful to reduce the electromagnetic coupling between for example microstrip antennas or radiating apertures.
Despite the large number of technologies, the wide bandwidth constraint imposes to use of an electromagnetic band gap preferably a narrowband metamaterial due to a resonance phenomenon (e.g. HIS). Actually, to obtain the right metaradome properties we had had to combine both effects. Moreover a geometrical constraint had to be taken into account due to the small spacing between the radiating elements. Indeed, the 19 mm periodicity combined to the cavity width leaves only 7 mm free to introduce the artificial media. Accordingly to these dimensions, the fakir's bed of nails was chosen [5] . This structure is compatible with the layout and consists of metallic pins interconnected by a metal plane. A homogenization model has been proposed in the literature [6, 7] which gives the characteristics of the modes bounded by this metamaterial and as well as the k x wavenumber evolution in relation to the geometrical variables. The homogenization model gives two indications which were used to optimize the metaradome (cf. Fig. 3 -To maximize the value of |k x | for frequencies close to the stop band limit, the effective plasma frequency has to be increased. This plasma frequency can be estimated using = ln + 0.525 [8] with r the radius and a the spacing. B. Metamaterial optimization Fig. 4 exhibits the final metaradome unit cell optimized by ANSYS HFSS®. The metamaterial consists of a double pin rows parallel to the y-axis in order to cancel propagation along x-axis. In other words the layout was optimized to maximize the scanning angles while maintaining a good impedance matching in the whole frequency range.
To obtain significant results, different parametric computations were necessary. Geometric choices result from these studies in relation with fabrication constraints.
The length of the pins and their radius have been respectively reduced to L = 4.75 mm and r = 0.2 mm. To increase the plasma frequency f p approximately up to 30 GHz the distance between the pins has been fixed to a = 2.38 mm. Consequently the stop band frequency is close to 10.6 GHz which means that the band gap effect is combined with a resonance phenomenon. Accordingly to the wide band impedance matching constraint, we have chosen a low permittivity substrates ( r = 2.2). Furthermore, to improve the matching, one extra-superstrate has been added on the multilayer (1.57 mm thick). To measure radiation patterns and the array gains (with and without metaradome), the antenna was disposed in an anechoic chamber.
Each radiating element was measured between 9 and 11 GHz. After that, the total radiation pattern was obtained combining these results. Each measurement was done by connecting the element to a VNA while the others were terminated by 50 Ω loads in order to include the real coupling effects. Fig. 6 shows the radiation pattern of the central element. Without the metaradome, the blind direction can be clearly identified by the two low-level symmetrical lines across the angular-frequency space. Adding the metaradome, the blind directions are significantly mitigated. Furthermore the gain has slightly been increased at frequencies over 10 GHz.
Due to a measurement technique that includes the array environment of each radiating element, the complete antenna pattern can be calculated by summing the 100 radiation pattern. Figure 7 shows a comparison, at 10 GHz, between the array measured radiation pattern with and without metaradome, for different scan angles. The WAIM metaradome clearly removes the blind spot close to 35° scan angle. The measured gain of the array with the metaradome is 23.8 dBi (25.3 dBi without metaradome), at 10 GHz for the broadside configuration. It can be also noted that the grating lobe has decreased for scan angles between 35° and 40°. V. CONCLUSION During this study a 5 x 20 antenna array in X-band (0.63 0 spacing) has been fabricated and characterized. To cancel the blind spot a WAIM metaradome was located on the structure.
We observed a significant reduction of the phenomenon. The grating lobes were mitigated (10 dB for a 135° phase shift) and the gain was increased at broadside (approximately 1.5 dB). The antenna array was able to scan up to 55° from broadside, with 1 GHz bandwidth.
However, negative points have to be pointed out. The gain decreased for frequency below 10 GHz. Furthermore, degradations of the radiation patterns have been observed for H-plan scanning (but this issue was not addressed in the present study).
Further improvements may be achieved by proceeding optimizations of the radiating element (patch size and cavity dimensions) combined with the metaradome design. The introduction of metamaterial structures in the H-plan could also extend the antenna capabilities.
These results could be particularly interesting for new generation radars and active antennas.
